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Abstract

With the increasing popularity and relevance of ad-hoc wireless sensor
networks, cooperative transmission is more relevant than ever. In this thesis,
we consider methods for optimization of cooperative transmission schemes in
wireless sensor networks. We are in particular interested in communication
schemes that can be used in applications that are critical to low-delays, such
as networked control, and propose suitable candidates of joint source-channel
coding schemes. We show that, in many cases, there are significant gains
if the parts of the system are jointly optimized for the current source and
channel. We especially focus on two means of cooperative transmission,
namely distributed source coding and relaying.

In the distributed source coding case, we consider transmission of
correlated continuous sources and propose an algorithm for designing simple
and energy-efficient sensor nodes. In particular the cases of the binary
symmetric channel as well as the additive white Gaussian noise channel are
studied. The system works on a sample by sample basis yielding a very low
encoding complexity, at an insignificant delay. Due to the source correlation,
the resulting quantizers use the same indices for several separated intervals in
order to reduce the quantization distortion.

For the case of relaying, we study the transmission of a continuous Gaussian
source and the transmission of an uniformly distributed discrete source. In
both situations, we propose design algorithms to design low-delay source-
channel and relay mappings. We show that there can be significant power
savings if the optimized systems are used instead of more traditional systems.
By studying the structure of the optimized source-channel and relay mappings,
we provide useful insights on how the optimized systems work. Interestingly,
the design algorithm generally produces relay mappings with a structure that
resembles Wyner-Ziv compression.
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